
Advanced Home Security Systems from Your Alarm Now Provides the Option to 

Beef up Domestic Security during Power Cuts  

 

The customers of the home security systems designed and installed by Your Alarm Now 

are now safe even during power cuts. The security packages offered by the company are 

equipped to continue working without home power, thanks to its backup power 

technology. Your Alarm Now provides cutting edge security solutions for homes in the 

neighboring Canada, in addition to the United States.  

 

Home security systems customers of Your Alarm Now in America and Canada need not 

worry about their safety even during power breakdowns. The packages provided by the 

company are now powered by power backup technology that helps them keep working 

during the non availability of home power. The conventional security packages rely 

completely on home power, and hence become totally non functional during power cuts. 

Battery power back up is the latest innovation in the security industry, and it is designed 

to provide non stop security to the customers irrespective of availability of power from 

external sources. All the packages from Your Alarm Now are equipped with additional 

power backup batteries to provide peace of mind to customers.      

 

The burglars and thieves are well aware of this limitation of the conventional home 

security systems, and many households become their target during the power cuts. 

Fortunately, the technology of security systems has improved significantly over the last 

few years. Your Alarm Now has always made an effort to provide all the latest devices 

and technologies to their customers within an affordable budget. In addition to the 

additional battery back up system, their systems can also work without a basic landline 

phone. This is also a vital enhancement because it provides an undisturbed security 

solution that remains functional even if the telephone line is cut.  The owner of the 

company Mr. Paul Shakuri was recently quoted saying,” The technology of home 

security has seen dramatic improvements recently. We promise to bring all the latest 

innovations to you for a reasonable price”.  

 

The security packages from the company are priced between $35.99 and $45.99 per 

month. All these packages have the backup power facility to work during power cuts. 

Some other popular components of the home security systems from them are loud 

burglar alarm, motion detector, window and door sensor, etc. The user friendly features 

of the packages have already gained immense popularity amongst the customers. The 

company sources have revealed that the company is about to make further enhancements 

to their systems very soon.   

 

About the Company: Your Alarm Now is a fast growing security solutions provider that 

operates out of Arizona. Their service is now available throughout Canada and America. 
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Phone: 800-599-452. 

Website: http://www.YourAlarmNow.com 
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